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A COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR CONTOUR MAPPING

by

Jens M. Hovem

ABSTRACT

Contour mapping is frequently an attractive possibility for the

graphic representation of two-dimensional functions or numerical

values. This memorandum describes a simple computer program for

the drawing of contours. The principles of the method applied are

described and a program listing (an ALGOL procedure) is given in

an appendix.
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INTRODUCTION

In all technical and scientific work the choice of the method to

be used for the graphic display of numerical results is most

important. If correctly chosen it may greatly facilitate the

interpretation of the results; on the contrary a badly chosen

method may render the results almost useless.

When the results to be displayed are in the forn. of a function of

two variables, f(x, y), contour mapping of this function is often

a very attractive way of representation. Contour mapping consists

in drawing lines (contours) in the xy plane defined by the

equation f(x, y) = constant. By selecting a set of different values

for the constant~a representation of the function is obtained that may

be particularly easy to understand.

The purpose of this paper is to describe a computer program for

the drawing of contour lines that has been developed at SACLANTCEN.

The program works on a matrix A[k, p] representing the sample

values of f(x, y). It is assumed that the sampling is equidistant

and that the sampling density is high enough to ensure that simple

linear interpolation will determine the positions of the contour

lines with sufficient precision.

The program was developed for use in connection with the processing

of acoustic signals and an example of such a use is presented.
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1. PRINCIPLE OF THE METHOD

Assume that the function f(x, y) is defined in a rectangular

domain of x and y and that it is sampled at regular intervals

Ax and Ay. These samples can be assigned to a matrix A[k, p],
such that

A[k, p] = f(k Ax, pay)

defined for k=O, ,..., N -1 and p=O, l, ... , M-1.

As a way of representation one can imagine a rectangular grid, in

the xy plane, with the values of the matrix A[k, p] associated to

the modes of the grid [Fig. 11. By drawing lines between adjacent

modes the range of interest in the xy plane is thus divided into

(N -1) (M- 1) cells with sides Ax and Ay.

Assuming that the sampling density is high enough to position the

contours with a one cell precision, the drawing of a given contour

line can be divided into two steps [Ref. 1]:

(1) Testing all pairs of adjacent matrix elements to find

which cell and cell sides are intersected by the given contour line.

(2) Connecting the intersections by drawing lines.

Step 2 will necessarily require some interpolation in order to

determine precisely the route of the contour. With the conditions

of high sampling density, step 1 will however not require any

interpolation and can therefore be made independently of step 2.
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2. PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

A computer program for the drawing of contours, based on the

principles outlined in Chapter 1, has been written in the form of

an ALGOL procedure, as listed in Appendix A. The purpose of the

present chapter is to describe its working method in a little more

detail.

Referring to Fig. la, the xy-plane can be divided into (N-1)X(M-l)

number of cells. The sides of each cell are labelled as shown in

Fig. lb. A given contour, specified by a constant which is called

LEVEL, is then traced in two distinct steps:

STEP 1

The sides of all the (N-l)X(M-l) cells are inspected to find

out which cell is crossed by the contour. This inspection is done

by a series of tests of the type

(A[k, p ] - LEVEL). (A[k+l, P] - LEVEL) : 0 . [Eq. 1]

If a particular cell side is crossed, the above test will be true.

The results of the tests are stored as a 4-bit integer number in

an auxiliary array CELL Ek, p]. If the North side of the cell is

crossed, bit 0 of CELL [k, p] is set to 1; if the West, South or

East side is crossed, bit 1, 2 or 3 respectively is set to 1. If

the cell is not crossed, the value of CELL [k, p] is set to zero.

As an example, the situation indicated in Fig. lb will give

CELL [k, p] = 20+ 2' 3 since in this case the North and the West

sides are crossed.

Step 1 is terminated when all the elements of the array CELL [k, p]

have been set.



STEP 2

After step 1, all information required to trace the contour line

from cell to cell is in array CELL [k, p].

In step 2 the contents of this array are inspected sequentially.

When an element of the array CELL [k, p] is found to be different from

zero the subscripts of this element are stored and the tracing of

a new branch of the contour begins, using the information contained

in CELL [k, p]. As one proceeds from one cell to the next the value

of the corresponding element of array CELL [k, p] is reduced

accordingly, by subtracting 1 if the North edge of the cell is

crossed, by subtracting 2 if the West edge is crossed, and so on.

In normal cases a cell will only have two intersections and after

the contour has been traced through a cell, the value of the

corresponding matrix element CELL [k, p] is reset to zero, preventing

the program from ever returning to that particular cell.

The tracing of a branch of the contour comes to an end either when

the contour returns to the cell where the tracing of the branch

started, or when the contour crosses the margin of the plot. After

that the program returns to the sequential inspection of CELL [k, p1
in order to find a new branch of the contour. Step 2 is terminated

when all the elements of CELL [k, p] have been inspected.

The contour is drawn as a straight line joining the intersections

of the cell sides. The exact position of the intersection is

determined by linear interpolation between the values of the adjacent

data points.

In the procedure given in Appendix A it is assumed that the sampling

is equidistant. However, it is easy to modify the program for using

it also with irregular sampling. In this respect it is pointed out

that step 1 is completely independent of the sampling and thatthis

applies also to the logic of step 2. Therefore the only modifications

required will be to provide the necessary information about the

sampling scheme so that the coordinates of the pen movements can be

calculated.
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In normal cases a cell will be intersected only at two points: on
entry and on exit. In a saddle point,however, all four sides of a
cell will be crossed and the contour can be drawn in three different

ways, all of which could theoretically be valid EFig. 2].

NORTH

WoEST-*f W EAST

a b c SOUTH

FIG. 2 POSSIBLE WAYS OF CONTOURING AT A SADDLE POINT

Experience with the program, however, has shown that it is not

particularly appropriate to allow the contours to cross as in
Fig. 2c. This possibility has therefore been removed from the
program and at a saddle point the program will always draw the
contour lines in the manner shown in Fig. 2a.

When contours are chosen to have exactly the same values as
elements of the data matrix it may be found that some cells are
intersected at three points. The contouring will then depend on

the way the cell is entered and in some conditions can result in
a broken contour. The obvious inconveniences of this makes it

advisable to choose contour values that differ - if only very

slightly - from the matrix values.



3. METHOD OF USE

The ALGOL procedure that has been developed is called by

CONTOUR (A, N, M, XBIAS, YBIAS, LEVEL),

in which the parameters are as follows:

A Two-dimensional real array A[O:N-1, O:M-1]

containing the data matrix.

N, M Integers specifying the size of array A.

XBIAS, YBIAS Real variables for the positioning of the

contour plot on the paper.

LEVEL Real variable specifying the value for the

contour to be drawn,

In calling the procedure, a set of contour lines given by the

value of LEVEL will be drawn. The position of the plot is such

that the subscript 0,0 corresponds to XBIAS, YBIAS. The first

subscript of array A refers to the x-direction and the second to

the y-direction. The scale for the plotting is presumed to have

been set before the procedure is called.

Basically this method of contouring requires that all data points

be contained in the N xM matrix A. The procedure will then allocate

itself a working array (CELL [k, p]) of the size (N - 1) X (M - 1).

This clearly makes the program less convenient, since. all data

points have to be available at the same time and since a considerable
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amount of memory space is required. When the sample values are not

using the full computer word length, the space requirement can

be reduced by storing the information otherwise contained in

CELL [k, p] in the data matrix itself. This is not implemented

on the present procedure, but can easily be done for a particular

application.

Another way to overcome the restrictions is to allow for the

sectional contouring of a large matrix. In the present procedure

this can be accomplished by use of the parameters XBIAS and YBIAS,

considering the large matrix as divided - either by lines or

columns - into a number of submatrices defined in such a way that

there is one line or one column of overlap. The contouring of each

of the submatrices can then be done independently, using the

parameters XBIAS and YBIAS to position the various sections on the

paper.
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I
4. EXAMPLE OF APPLICATION

The described contour program is now used for the presentation of

signal processing results, in particular for the display of time-

frequency analysis. The output of this analysis is in the form of

a two-dimensional matrix, each element of which represents the

energy of the signal in a given time and frequency window.

Figure 3 shows an example of this processing. The time signal shown

at the bottom of the figure has been filtered by a set of 1/3 octave

filters of the type described in Ref. 2. The output of each of the
filters has been squared and integrated over a certain time interval,

in this case 15 ms. The upper part of Fig. 3 shows the result of

the contouring of this matrix at intervals of 3 dB (arbitrary

reference). Thick and thin lines have been used alternately to

facilitate the reading of the contour map. If the value of one

element of the matrix is known, the contour map shown will contain

all the information needed to distinguish maxima from minima.
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FIG. 3 EXAMPLE OF A CONTOUR MAP



CONCLUSIONS

A method and a computer program for the drawing of contour maps

has been described. In this method it is assumed that the data

points are available in the form of a two-dimensional matrix,

but the whole matrix need not be available at the same time.

Basically the program requires that the sampling be equidistant,

but the program can be modified so as to allow also its use when

sampling is irregular.
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APPENDIX A

LISTING OF AN ALGOL PROCEDURE FOR CONTOUR MAPPING

The following ALGOL procedure has been developed and used on an

ELLIOTT 503 computer, with a CALCOMP plotter as the graphic device.

Moving the pen of the plotter to coordinate XY is effected by the

procedure calls "Imovepen (X,Y)" and "drawline (X,Y)" for

respectively "pen up" and "pen down". The contouring procedure

is self-contained in that these are the only two procedures called.
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real XBIAS ,YbIAS, LEVEL,

begin Boolean~ FIRST ,NORTHWEST ,SOUrii,EAST;
real Wi ,W2,W3,W4,XY;
integer EXIT,NMAXIMMAX,I1 bI2,I3,I4,K,KK,P,PP;
switch S,=L1 ,L2,L3,L4,L5,L6;
integer array CELLCO: N-2,a': M-21;

procedure 'STATE( I;
lalue I;
integer 1;

beiýn I I: =I ;
14:=11 div 8;

13:=11 div 4;

12:=11 div 2;
Ii :=X11-2*2;
NORTH:=WEST:=SOUTH :=EAST.=fales;
if 11=1 then NCRTH:=true;
if 12=1 then WEST:=true-;
IF 13=1 then SOUTH:=true;
if- 14=1 then EAST:=true;

end-STATE;

NMAX :=N-2;
UMAX: M-2;
for K:=-O step I until NM". do for P:=-O step 1 until NMAX do
begBin W1 :-=ACK,PI-LEVEL;

W2:=A[K+1 ,PJ-LEVEL;
W3:=A[KP+1 ]-LF.VEL;
W4:,=A[K+1 ,P+1 ]-LEVEL;
Ii :=O;
if W1*W2 < 0 then, 11:=1;
i-f W1*W3 7 0 then Ii:=1142;
if W3*W4 < 0 then I1:=11+4;
if W4*W2 7 0 Lthen 11:=11+8;

end;

for KK:=0O step 1 until NMAX do for PP:=-O step 1 until MWX do
begin if CELL[KK:5PPI*0 then

begin K:=KK;
P :=PP;
FIRST: =true;
STATE(CELL(K,P]);
if K=0O then goto L2;
if' K=NMAX then goto L4;
ifP=IMAX th-en 'ot L3;

Li: if not (NORTH or WEST or SOUTH or EAST) then goto L6;
if NORT-H th-en

bgnNORTH: =false;
EXIT:=1;
Wi :=AfK,PJ;
W2:=AEK+1 ,P];
goto L5;

end;
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12: if WEST then
begin WEST :=f alaso

EXIT: =2;
Vi :M(AK,PJ;
W2:=A(K,P+1];
goto L5;

end;
L3:* if SOUTH then

begin SOUITH:=false;
EXIT: =-3;
Vi :=A(K,P+i]1;

W2:=A(K+i *P+i];
loto LS;

end;
L4: if EAST then

býegin EAST:=false;
EXIT:=4;
Wi :=A[K+i ,P];
W2:=~A[K+i ,P+i];
gjt L5;

etnd;
goRto LI;

L5. CELL[K,PJ :=CELL[K,P]-2t(EXIT-i);
W3:=LMVL-WI;
W4.:=W2-Wl;
if aba(W4) > 0.001 then Wi:=-W3/W4 else WI:=0.5;
7f EXIT=-3 or EXIT=4 then W2:1I else W2:=0;
if EXIT-I 7r' EXIT=-3 -he

begin X:=K+Wi;-
Y: =P+W2;

end
else
begin X:=K+W2;

Y:=P4-Wi;
end;
X:=X+XBIAS;
Y*=Y+YBIAS;
if FIRST then
begi movepen(X,Y);

FIRST:=false;
goto LI;

end;
drawline(X,Y);
if zxIT--i then P:=P-1 else if EXIT=-2 then K:,=K-l else if EXIT=-3
Then P:=P+i else K:=K+i;
if (K=KK and P=-PP) or K < 0 or K > NMAX or P < 0 or P > 0WA
Then goto IS;
if CELL[K, 1P*O then
begin.if EXIThi1 then Ii:=4;

if EXIT=-2 then 11:=8;
if EXIT-=3 then Ii:=i;
if- EXIT=-4 then Ii1:=2;
CE3LL(K 1P]:=CLL[K,P]-Ii;
STAT%(CELL(K,P]);
goto 5(5-EXITI;

end;
end;
LA:

end;
end CaC'I3UR;
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